This paper offers an ethnographic examination of a graduation ceremony from "Santana Facility," a reform school for youthful drug offenders. I explore why former residents were so invested in returning to the facility and what other functions the ceremony served. I contend that the ritual allowed graduates to temporarily reverse the identity stripping process experienced inside the facility. With their mere presence as evidence that they were "doing good" in the community, they strove to prove their counselors' dire predictions about their limited futures wrong. However, unlike most status passages, Santana's graduation ceremony failed to confer the concrete privileges of a truly new status. The graduates' claims to doing good were based on modest definitions of success and their ties to legitimate institutions were not as tight as they attempted to portray. Ultimately, the ceremony was "successful" for the staff and not the graduates. Staff members were invested in the fictions and exaggerations making up the ceremony because the ritual affirmed the value and effectiveness of their work. I conclude by analyzing the ceremony in light of Maruna's (2008) call for the provision of redemption rituals which could strip the stigma from incarceration and restore the offender's status in the community.
Introduction
Over the last decade, an impressive literature has developed around the interconnected issues of prisoner reentry and the collateral consequences of incarceration (Lynch, Sabol & Center 2001; Petersilia 2003; Travis 2005) . With over 600,000 adult prisoners returning to their communities each year, it seems prudent to understand the conditions under which they are more likely to succeed. Less attention has been paid, however, to the psychosocial effects of incarceration and the affective journey of those moving from confined to free statuses (Jones and Schmid 2000; Maruna 2008 ). This "moral career," or changing self-concept of the prisoner, may also have important ramifications for outcomes upon release. Research in this area shows that how former prisoners (and ex-offenders more generally) view themselves can either facilitate or hinder desistance from offending (Giordano, Cernkovich & Rudolph 2002; Laub & Sampson 2003; Maruna 2001 ).
The stigma of criminal justice processing is typically adhered in ceremonies or rituals that mark the passage of status from law-abiding to criminal and which designate the perpetrator as deserving of punishment. The significance of ceremonies or rituals dates back to Durkheim, who argues that the public punishment of crimes against the collective conscience serves to reinforce the morality of law and promote social solidarity (1893/1984) . Garfinkel (1956) describes the features of successful status degradation ceremonies where the offender is formally denounced and "positioned outside the social order" or "made strange" through the "communicative work directed to transforming an individual's total identity into an identity lower in the group's scheme of social types " (1956: 420) . While Garfinkel notes that the courts typically have a "fair monopoly" over these ceremonies, Goffman's (1961) work demonstrates the continued use of identity stripping rituals within total institutions such as prisons. Here, heads are shaved, prison uniforms are issued, and any shred of the prisoner's former self is broken down in the hopes that it can be rebuilt in a new form.
Neither Garfinkel nor Goffman offers much description of the moral career after prison, however. Maruna (2008) astutely points out that, unlike the rites of passage marking the transition into prison, community reentry typically occurs quietly and with little fanfare. Using Braithwaite's (1989) notion of reintegrative shaming as inspiration, he hypothesizes that redemption rituals could become a meaningful component of the reentry process. In these ceremonies, the prisoner would be delabeled and reinstated as a member of law-abiding society.
Redemption rituals would be most powerful, he asserts, when they (1) were symbolic and emotive, (2) were community-based and public, (3) emphasized achievement over risk, and (4) eliminated the criminal record.
In this paper, I recount the experience of attending a graduation ceremony from Santana Facility 3 , a reform school targeting youthful drug offenders. As part of a larger ethnographic study of youth incarceration and community reentry, I accompanied five of Santana's graduates who had been in the community for approximately six months back to the facility to attend the ceremony. My research questions were: (1) What did the ceremony mean to the young men?
Why were they so invested in attending? (2) What other purposes did the ceremony seem to serve? Was it a redemption ritual? Was it a success and by what standards?
I contend that ceremony was a rare opportunity for these young men to reclaim the carceral experience on their own terms. Wearing their own clothing, using their own language, and playing their own music, they affirmed their personal choices and their compatibility with success. Returning to the place where they had been held against their will offered them the chance to actively shape the staff's collective memories of them and who they could become, as well as transforming their own narratives of the place and their time there. With their mere presence as the primary indicator that they were "doing good" in the community, they strove to prove the staff members' dire predictions about their limited futures wrong. For several hours during and after the ceremony, they stood on the same side of the moral boundary with the staff members and enjoyed the benefits of being treated as law-abiding adults and productive citizens.
However, unlike most status passages, Santana's graduation ceremony failed to confer the concrete privileges of a truly new status. In many ways, their victory there was merely symbolic because its effects were so transitory. The young men in my study returned to the same daily challenges of living in poverty-filled and racially-segregated neighborhoods with few concrete opportunities for success. No one in their communities viewed them differently after the ritual, nor did they seem to regard themselves in a new light. Moreover, although their claims to doing good were not challenged by the staff, they were quite shaky. As I detail later, none was able to carry through with the plans for school, work, or family that he had made at the time of release. From the perspective of the graduates, the ceremony was not a success because it failed to permanently remove the stigma of juvenile justice system involvement and return graduates to their former status in the community.
The graduates' desire to prove the staff wrong and the exceptionally low standards the staff used to accept claims of doing good (i.e., presence at the ceremony) revealed some lasting features of the carceral experience. First, the deep, pseudo-familial ties residents formed with staff members created a profound ambivalence in which the graduates struggled to separate the more positive affective dimensions of the experience from their anger at being confined and controlled. Second, the claims that appeared most important during the ceremony (e.g., avoiding arrest and death) were the very ones that staff members had previously used to predict failure on the outside. Because of the close relationships built with the staff, these messages about the residents' limited potential were deeply stigmatizing, adding to the existing layers of disadvantage experienced by urban minorities in the juvenile justice system (Sampson and Laub 1997 ).
Ultimately, the ceremony was successful only from the perspective of the institutional staff and administrators. Aware that working with delinquent youth is a thankless job, the administration offered the graduation ceremony each year as a means of reinvigorating its staff and reaffirming the value and effectiveness of their work. Since staff members typically only received news about former residents who had been re-incarcerated or had met untimely deaths, the ceremony allowed them to enjoy stories of graduates' success on the outside. These stories, Schneider (1994) argues, are one of the key mechanisms by which staff and administrators cling to a "slim reed of hope" that their work is effective. They allow reform schools to continue to operate despite their overwhelming degree of failure to "reform."
Research Methods and Setting
The data from this study are drawn from a larger ethnographic, longitudinal study of 15 young Black and Latino men who were returning to Philadelphia after a period of incarceration at Santana Facility, a juvenile correctional institution for drug users and sellers. I recruited those who were aged 17-19 at the time of release so that I could examine the "dual transition" from facility to community and from adolescence into young adulthood. Young men of color were selected because of their overrepresentation in the juvenile justice system (particularly inside institutions) and because several scholars have identified incarceration as a rite of passage for this group (Mauer 2005; Miller 2001 ).
Over the course of three years (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) , I conducted regular participant observation and both unstructured and semi-structured interviews with these young men. I also had access to their criminal histories, which documented any new juvenile or adult arrests, the results of drug testing, and ongoing case notes made by probation officers. At the point in which I returned to the facility for the graduation ceremony, we had known each other almost a year and I was wellembedded in their social networks of family members, romantic partners, and peers. Between the substantial time I had spent with them and the availability of their criminal records, I was in a unique position to judge the veracity of their claims to doing good. Throughout the weekend, I
used a video camera to document their conversations about why they wanted to return for the ceremony, their staged preparations for their acceptance speeches, and the details of the ceremony itself. I used an inductive approach consistent with grounded theory (Glaser and Strauss 1967) for analyzing field notes, interview transcripts, and the video of the graduation.
With important exceptions (Inderbitzin 2007; Nurse 2001) , little modern ethnographic work has been conducted inside juvenile reform schools, perhaps because the juvenile system is shrouded in secrecy that is ostensibly designed to protect the confidentiality of its young charges.
However, our understanding of how and why juvenile institutions are effective (or cause harm) is limited without research capturing the experience from young people's perspectives. This is an important step toward opening up the "black box" of correctional programming (Krisberg & Howell 1988) . Moreover, given the juvenile justice system's emphasis on rehabilitation, it is worthwhile to consider how and if stigma is applied and what sort of messages young people receive about their potential for success on the outside.
Santana Foundation
Santana Foundation is just over a five hours' drive from Philadelphia, nestled deep within a national forest. It is a privately-run institution belonging to a larger for-profit company that is traded on the stock market. Santana is considered by judges and probation officers to be a highquality program for treating drug and alcohol issues, including drug use and selling. Juveniles often remain for a considerable period at Philadelphia's detention center, waiting for a bed to open up at this highly-valued facility. At the same time, Santana is recognized for being a fairly intrusive intervention, particularly given its distance from the city. Juvenile judges know that young people will not be coddled there, as they might be at other facilities. For that reason, many consider it the last stop before young offenders move into the less therapeutically-oriented state system (which most consider the last stop before the adult system).
Santana's intervention is based on criminal personality theory, derived from empirical evidence that offenders share a similar set of cognitive characteristics distinguishing them from law-abiding members of society. Youths must memorize 31 criminal thinking errors while at Santana (sometimes known elsewhere as "cognitive distortions") and practice standard correctives for each (Yochelson and Samenow 1976) . These errors include failing to endure adversity, suggestibility, victim-stance, delinquent pride, anger, and uniqueness, among others.
To be released from the program, young people must demonstrate a willingness to accept criticism (or "feedback") and a desire to make a change in their lives. These changes, while ostensibly occurring internally (i.e., cognitively), must be demonstrated behaviorally.
Like most "last stop" facilities in the juvenile justice system, Santana's residents often come from disadvantaged urban areas and present multiple layers of problems stemming from persistent poverty. Staff members discourage them from discussing these issues, however, because they view it as an opportunity to shirk responsibility for past behavior. Residents receive the message that structural disadvantage is just an excuse that delinquent youth use to avoid recognizing their own choice to offend. This approach has a long history inside reform schools, which must identify the individual as the cause of his own misbehavior because institutions are not particularly well-equipped to address larger issues such as a lack of good jobs, racism, or violence-filled neighborhoods (Schneider 1994) . Interestingly, it is the poor who are least likely to acknowledge the structural sources of their failures (Newman 2006) . This commitment to the American dream and ideal of equal opportunity for all citizens provides a context for understanding why the residents hesitated to discuss their hardships since release with staff members.
"I Got Some Unfinished Business"
In fall 2005, we returned to Santana for its annual graduation ceremony. I was surprised at how many were eager to return to the place where they had been held against their will for over a year. Sincere, James, Tony and Leo -who lived in Voyager dorm together while they were locked up -came together as a group with my husband, Paul, and me. Isaiah, the only one whose trip was paid for by the court because he was still on probation, went by bus with his girlfriend, Tamika. I had seen them off that morning, exchanging $25 for his most recent audio journal entry so they had enough money for snacks on the road.
As we left Philadelphia's skyline in the rearview, I wanted to get footage of the young men when the energy level was high. As soon as I turned the video camera on, James began rapping, delivering several rhymes from his throne in the back seat, riddled by references to gats (guns) and hustling. He opened with a classic -one I had heard several times and which was obviously familiar to the others -followed by one he had just written. The violent, exaggerated masculinity contained in the verses seemed incongruous, given James's wide smile and what I knew to be his drug-free lifestyle. When he finished, the other guys showed their appreciation.
"Wooee! That's an MNV offense!" Sincere yelled, referring to the facility's rules against writing raps. Writing or listening to rap or hip-hop music at Santana is considered a Major Norm Violation, or MNV. Throughout the trip and during their encounters with one another in Philadelphia, they continued to appropriate the language of the facility to signify their shared experience there and to reclaim some of the power that their forced use of that language had taken from them while they were incarcerated.
After everyone settled in, I asked each of them to reflect on the meaning of the trip. Sincere: Yo, I'm definitely goin' to come at a coupla people's necks.
Tony: Yo, can I curse? Fuck Santana. That place ain't do shit. The only thing that helped me was the time they gave me in there. That treatment stuff didn't do shit. I still got plans of goin' straight and I ain't even think about those thinking errors or the other stuff they taught me. That stuff been forgotten about. As soon as I got home, I forgot about all that treatment and I'm still going straight.
************ This conversation -albeit somewhat inorganic because I prompted each of them to reflect on the meaning of the trip -highlights some important similarities and differences between the young men and the way they think about the facility's role in their lives. 4 Sincere and James -the two with strongest ties to the facility's staff -discussed their desire to prove their counselors wrong, to demonstrate that they "aren't all bad and shit," "ain't failed yet," and that "better times" were ahead for them. Both had been in regular contact by phone with their counselors since discharge, but going back in person was proof that their claims to going straight were legitimate. Arriving with Paul and me, a tax attorney and a Ph.D. student, only served to bolster the authenticity of these claims.
Leo, who admitted to being utterly confused by the facility's conflicting demands and rules, was more ambivalent. At first blush, he and Tony appeared to dismiss the experience as unimportant ("fuck Santana!"), but they both clearly felt they had unfinished business there. Leo, despite his ambivalence, wanted to see his counselor and teachers again. Tony, who had maintained that he would never return to Santana, had only decided to join us the day before, apparently because he didn't want to miss the excitement of a road trip. Of the four young men, he had the fewest claims to going straight (though he was the only one who explicitly mentioned it).
Graduation/ Medallion Ceremony
After the young men's first ever overnight stay in a hotel room (during which all except James stayed up smoking marijuana and watching movies at high volume), we reassembled in the minivan and bumped down the dusty, six-mile road leading to the facility. During this ride, there was a palpable nervousness, perhaps because the men were unsure if they were actually going to be able to leave at the end of the day. All nerves dissipated when we turned into the facility's drive, though; they became animated, barely allowing us to pull into a parking spot before they slid the door open and spilled out onto the campus.
"It look nice," James said, "but looks can be deceiving." He was right; the facility sparkled. It was nearly impossible to observe the open swaths of space, the carefully landscaped grounds, and the tidy dorms resembling log cabins without buying into the notion of "sentimental pastoralism" that guided reformers more than a century ago to build such facilities in remote areas like this one (Schneider 1994) . The air did seem fresher and the absence of street noise and crowding created a sense that this place may indeed have curative properties. Having been a professional visitor in many facilities such as this one, I was aware of the effort that had likely gone into creating such an "institutional display" for parents and other invited guests.
These displays offer "an 'appropriate' image of the establishment -this image being calculated to allay [visitors'] vague dread about involuntary establishments" (Goffman 1961, p. 102) .
After signing in, we entered the gymnasium and took the folding chairs behind Tamika, who was all smiles. She and Isaiah had been able to drink without IDs at their hotel bar the night before and they had taken advantage of the time away from their toddler, Faheem. The stands were pulled out in the back and the chairs were arranged in sections so that the graduates would be able to pass close enough for photos during the processional. A dais had been erected at the front, with a blue velvet curtain as a backdrop, an American flag, and a podium for speakers. On the right, facing the stage was a small group of chairs that were reserved for administrators and the ceremony's keynote speaker. On the walls were inspirational posters announcing the link between Santana and attributes such as "Excellence" and "Achievement."
Other than the institutional displays that echoed popular American themes of self-help and rebirth, the ceremony itself was not unlike any other high school graduation. As the graduates filed in, wearing their caps and gowns, "Pomp and Circumstance" played over the public address system and several of the young men waved to their family members seated in the audience. They took seats at the front of the gymnasium, just in front of us. Sincere and Leo turned around, acknowledging the video camera. Brian Noland, the program director and one of two Black adults among the group of administrators, played the role of emcee, leading us through the Pledge of Allegiance and a prayer. Several of the young men in my study had already received a high school diploma at last year's ceremony, while they were still incarcerated. James, however, was excited to be walking across the stage twice today, once as a high school graduate and once as a program graduate.
After Brian Noland presented several awards to the graduates and the keynote speaker finished, we prepared for the medallion ceremony, where each of the graduates had an opportunity to address the audience and make a short speech. Tony, James, Sincere and Leo had practiced their speeches that morning as they got dressed, recording each other with the video But I think he would want me to attend this because it's a special day for me and he would want that. It's all good, I'm attending community college, gonna be an RN, it's pretty hard, and living the sober life. Thank you, Santana!"
Isaiah's performance neatly combined strands from several previous speeches: gratitude, family, success, growth and sobriety. Few people in the audience, however, were in a position to judge its veracity or point out its inconsistencies. As I will discuss, Isaiah had stopped attending classes at community college and his relationship with Tamika was frequently marked by bouts of violence. Moreover, by his own admission, he was a heavy drinker. Despite the fact that it didn't seem that he had resumed regular marijuana use, his claim to "living the sober life" was so exaggerated that it made me wonder how far the other graduates had stretched to make their claims to doing good. out that several of the young men who had traveled with were "graduating" despite leaving on bad terms (e.g., being "pulled" by their probation officer because they had received "maximum benefit" 5 ).
"Reciprocally Sustained Fictions"
The staff and administration at Santana carefully constructed a setting in which the graduates' performance could be successfully carried off. To do otherwise would diminish the meaning of the ritual for all involved. The institutional ceremony, Goffman contends, is an extraordinary occasion in which the moral boundaries between staff and inmate are temporarily suspended and each is given permission to view each other in a favorable, personable light. This was especially evident after the ceremony, when formalities were further relaxed. Staff and former inmates exchanged hugs and ask about each others' families. Graduates reveled in the freedom from rules and restrictions that were no longer enforced. They visited the "smoke shack" to share a cigarette with staff members and took pleasure in the joyful autonomy of shouting, laughing, or running across campus. "These practices express unity, solidarity, and joint commitment to the institution," allowing the institution and its staff to carry on their work after the graduates departed (Goffman 1961, p. 94) .
Moreover, the ceremony reaffirmed the value and effectiveness of the staff's work. As Lipsky notes, street-level bureaucrats such as counselors, social workers, and probation officers, routinely perform thoroughly thankless jobs (1980) . They are rarely apprised of success stories (since by definition, "success" takes years to demonstrate and is loosely defined). News of reincarceration or the untimely death of a former resident, however, spreads quickly. Staff members' daily routines involve a fair degree of disrespect from residents, a lack of support from supervisors, and low pay. In a facility like Santana, there is also a very real physical risk associated with confining young people with violent histories. Without institutional ceremonies such as the annual graduation ceremony and holiday party, staff members may never receive the affirmation they feel they need to face another year of working with incarcerated youth.
For these reasons, staff members were invested in the fictions and exaggerations making up the ceremony. Staff members and graduates "serve [d] as one another's audience for selfsupporting tales -tales that are somewhat more solid than pure fantasy and somewhat thinner than the facts" (Goffman 1961, p. 153) . This mutuality of fictions played itself out in a set of interlocking tropes, whereby "I am a good person" and "this is a good place" served to reinforce one another. Ultimately, it seems that the true purpose for the ceremony was not for the graduates at all, but as a much-needed opportunity for the staff members to celebrate their successes.
6 Discussion: Why Go Back?
It was less immediately clear to me why returning to Santana Facility was so important to the young men in my study. Of the ten who were available to go (two were re-incarcerated, two were on the run from the police, and one had been murdered), seven contacted me to ask if I could help provide transportation to the graduation ceremony. Few of these had been known as model citizens at Santana and a great deal of their talk so far about the facility was about how angry and powerless it made them to feel to be locked up there. Exploring the significance of returning to the facility, then, reveals some of the most important and lasting characteristics of the experience at Santana.
The Importance of "Getting the Last Word"
As evidenced in their dialogue about their motivation for attending the graduation ceremony, "getting the last word" is a key concern for these young men. This seems to be a logical response to counselors' repeated and often public predictions of their failure throughout their stay. During the initial interview, each incoming residents is read a series of statements intended to inform him that he fits the profile of someone with a criminal personality. The last of these is:
We are aware that you may go through a period of 'monasticism' where you will try to avoid all criminal thinking and actions. You will eventually grow tired of this and start looking for excitement again. Violation equals excitement. You will seek it out because that is the way you are. (Santana Facility Employee Training Manual, p. 330) Many of the young men in my study reported that their counselors had pronounced widely that they would likely be back shortly after being released or, worse, would end up in the adult system or even dead.
There are a number of clinical reasons for taking this approach: to motivate the young men to succeed, to prepare them to deal with future instances of verbal baiting by others (e.g., employers), and because failure after the program is actually quite common. Because Santana employs an addictions model, discourse about abstinence and relapse is also incorporated into the intervention. Consistent with the mortification rituals Goffman outlined throughout the processing of new inmates, each person is thereby stripped of his individuality on the inside as well as on the outside. In addition to having his head shaved and surrendering most of his possessions, he is told from the start that he is like the others --and that most of the others fail when they return to the community. However, despite what may well be a logical, therapeutic rationale for forecasting failure, the young men in my study internalized these predictions and experienced them as stigmatic. It is worth considering how this strategy flies in the face of many educators' concerns about the potential for a self-fulfilling prophecy when teachers approach students with the assumption that they will fail (Jussim and Harber 2005) .
The significance of "getting the last word" also reveals strong relationships built with many of the counselors and staff at the program, despite vast differences in their backgrounds.
Nearly all of the staff members at Santana are white, live in the rural communities surrounding the facility, and hold a healthy disdain for anything perceived as "urban." In spite of very little apparent common ground, several of the young men in my study reported developing close, family-like relationships with their counselors, compounding the pain and frustration of being told they were destined to fail on the outside.
The day before the 12-month anniversary of his release (five months after the graduation ceremony), I asked Sincere, 19, to describe any important events that had occurred over the last year.
Sincere: The most significant event, this something I been waiting for my whole life, is JJF: Why is it important to let them know that?
Sincere: Because, like, they doubted me. … Santana was like home away from home.
Like, that's how I looked at it, me being there so long. That was like family at the time.
And when they threw the home pass in my face and told me to go around and get people to sign it and see who really thinks I deserve a home pass. Even when I did that, people would not sign it, people put 'no' on there… So you know that hurted me. But just to prove to them that they was wrong make me feel good.
Shaky Claims to Doing Good
Despite their desire to defy the odds and make good, their grasp on conformity and their ties to legitimate institutions were not as tight as they wished to portray. The young men in my study used the term "doing good" interchangeably with "doing what you have to do" and "falling back," (staying out of trouble). When pressed, most told me that doing good means meeting whatever obligations you have, paying your cell phone bill or child support or, if committed to being an active father, spending time with your children. Interestingly, only James viewed abstaining from drug use as part of doing good; this may reflect a failure of the others to "buy in"
in to the addictions component of the program. However, not even James, the most committed to desistance, could lay an honest claim to following through with all the plans he set up for himself at the time of release.
Tony, whose P.O. set up an interview with Job Corps just before his release from Santana, never got accepted because their criminal background check revealed an outstanding bench warrant for an old summary offense. By the time he got a hearing to clear up the warrant, the opportunity had passed. Tony was unemployed at the time of the graduation and was in the process of dropping out of technical school for nursing. Although he hadn't been arrested in the three months since he had been home, he did sell marijuana to several of the other guys on our road trip and I had my suspicions (later confirmed) that his drug selling activity had resumed on a wider scale.
Leo had sailed through probation without any problems and was released early for good behavior. Because he lived with his grandparents and had few financial obligations, he did not work. However, he did earn some income as a prostitute for the older women in his neighborhood.
Sincere resumed selling drugs within a few months of his return home, but he soon scaled his efforts back because, the "rules of the game" wouldn't allow him to be a "part-time
hustler." He was never arrested and successfully completed his three months of probation, but had resumed his daily marijuana use. At the time of graduation, he had been sporadically looking for work for six months and didn't seem to have any prospects on the horizon. His son was due to be born in less than two months.
Isaiah had enrolled in community college but was in the process of dropping out because he needed to provide regular income for the family. He was living with Tamika and her two children, acting as a social father and at the time of graduation, Tamika was about six months pregnant with Isaiah's first biological child. Although he worked as a part of a cleanup crew at Citizens Bank ballpark, his position there seemed tenuous, given ongoing problems with his supervisor. The stress of providing for a growing family drove Isaiah and Tamika to violent confrontations and despite the fact that they presented a solid front in public, I was aware of his shaky position in the household.
James was the best positioned to make claims about success, although his return to Philadelphia had been anything but easy. He had worked steadily since his release in March, but had recently lost his job and was having difficulty finding a new one. During these bouts of unemployment, his baby's mother withheld visiting privileges until he could provide contributions for diapers or clothing. He had enrolled in technical school that fall, but was forced to drop out after being unable to balance school and work. He had briefly gone to live his with his mother, but moved away again after she pressured him to sell drugs to help pay her bills.
Of all my study's participants who returned for graduation, he was the only one who had remained committed to no longer smoking marijuana, part of his larger self-project of desistance.
These brief case histories portray the precariousness of success for these young men and their marginal positions in the community, household, and the labor market. Their ability to travel to the graduation ceremony proved two things, however: they were not locked up, and they
were not dead. "Doing good" in these terms was both measureable and achievable at that point in the reentry process, although like most disadvantaged youth, they retained a longer-term commitment to mainstream success (Newman 2006) . This low threshold defining success also reflects staff members' own definitions, common among many corrections professionals (Humes 1996) . Although most hope their young charges will eventually achieve great things, avoiding the "cemetery or penitentiary" appears a modest but worthy goal.
Conclusion
Goffman notes that "an important aspect of every [moral] career is the view the person constructs when he looks backward over his progress " (1961:145) . Former inmates may reflect upon on the role incarceration played in their lives and construct what Goffman calls a "success story" or a "sad tale." This reconstruction of one's life history is more than a mere expression of past events; the creation and telling of the autobiography is an active process of identity construction which in turn, shapes the lines of action individuals perceive as open and worth pursuing (Maruna 2001; McAdams 1993) . In short, the way a person sees himself has much to do with how he will behave after release. If he can convince himself and others that he is a "working man" or a "good father," for example, he may sustain a self-story that supports desistance from offending (Fader 2008) .
Speeches made during the medallion ceremony were an opportunity to publicly make a claim to doing good and to align oneself with mainstream institutions such as work, school, and family. The audience's acceptance of these claims, marked by applause and other vocal reactions, provided legitimacy they needed to pull the performance off. For its duration, the young men were able to reverse the identity stripping process, leaving in its place a coherent personal identity. However, the benefits of the ceremony were bound in time and place, limited to the short time they were engaged in the ritual and the audience for which they performed.
Moreover, although the staff did not challenge their claims to doing good, the graduates were aware of their own precarious status in the labor market and in many of their personal relationships (including those with their own children). Although they strove to prove counselors wrong about their limited potential, their struggles after release may have sharpened their own fears that their counselors were indeed right.
The conditions that made the ceremony "successful" (for the staff and not for the graduates) included collusion between graduates and staff members in which none of the graduates' claims to doing good were challenged and cases of obvious failure went unmentioned.
Definitions of success were modest: doing good simply meant avoiding jail and surviving long enough to attend the graduation ceremony. Their tenuous connections to legitimate institutions such as family, school, and work were glossed over in order for both staff members and graduates to enjoy a shared sense of accomplishment. A second condition was the reproduction of the institutional power structure, whereby the young men -who had prepared to use the ceremony as a platform to express their anger about being told they would fail -ultimately followed the interactional prescriptions to thank their counselors for all they had done. The graduates became enmeshed in a ritualized dynamic in which the needs of the group to believe that Santana succeeded in transforming people aligned with their own needs for believing that they themselves had been transformed.
The ceremony appeared to meet two of the standards Maruna (2008) sets forth for a redemption ritual. First, it was symbolic and emotive. The ceremony was marked by laughter, tears, audience response (e.g., cheering, "awwwwws"), and displays of gratitude. I personally experienced the emotional energy Collins (2004) contends is produced by rituals; I felt myself wanting to believe in the power of Santana Facility to bring about change in the lives of young people, despite my otherwise critical position toward its intervention and its effects. Second, the ceremony focused not on risk, but on the potential for success. This was most visible through what Goffman termed "reciprocally-sustained fictions" whereby claims to success were never challenged and the more obvious instances of failure (e.g., death and incarceration) were ignored.
The symbolic victory of returning to the facility and making a claim to doing good was short-lived, perhaps because it failed to meet the third criterion of a redemption ritual. The ceremony was not held in the graduates' communities, which prevented them from being reinstated as law-abiding members. With the exception of Tamika, Paul and myself, few significant others were able to travel out to the facility to witness the graduation ceremony. The performance of transformation (doing good) and the legitimation by the graduates' former denouncers were circumscribed in time and space; the redemptive effects were limited to the few hours they spent on campus, enjoying the benefits of being recognized as productive citizens.
Ironically, the distance from home allowed the graduates to make claims that were no one (but me) was in a position to contradict. Staging the ceremony on the facility's grounds also limited what graduates could say, silencing their critiques and structuring their acceptance speeches to meet the interactional demands of the ritual. Finally, it should be noted that most of Santana's former residents did not return for the graduation ceremony and therefore did not experience even the temporary removal of carceral stigma.
Perhaps equally important, the ceremony was held months after the graduates' release, after the challenges of successful reintegration had already made themselves readily apparent.
The young men returned from the ceremony to ongoing struggles inherent in living in resourcepoor communities: few good-paying jobs, an inability to invest in education because of the need to tend to more immediate financial needs, and the constant lure of hustling as a way to make ends meet. Unlike a traditional rite of passage, such as getting married or graduating high school, the ceremony failed to confer concrete privileges of a change in status. Although the ceremony thus neglected to meet all of the criteria for a redemption ritual, we are left to wonder how powerful such a ritual could be in the absence of real, material changes in former prisoners' life circumstances.
2 I have borrowed and taken (respectful) liberties with the title of a classic article by Harold Garfinkel (1956) . Since both terms "degradation" and "graduation" are derived from the root "grade," meaning "a class of persons or things of the same relative rank, quality, etc.," the play on words is designed to provoke thought about the process of moving between classes or ranks of persons through rituals and ceremonies. Because this graduation ceremony was held at a site where degradation occurred on a daily basis, it is particularly ripe for sociological inquiry.
